Pattern Block Templates
Shapes

From Jessica’s Corner of Cyberspace
http://raebear.net/goodies/patternblocks/
Triangle
3-sided shape
Triangle
3-sided shape
Quadrilaterals

4-sided shapes

Square

Trapezoid

Rhombus

Parallelogram
Rhombus
four-sided shape
all edges are the same length
Rhombus
four-sided shape
all edges are the same length
Square

4 sided shape
all sides are the same length
all corners are right angles
Rectangle

4 sided shape
all corners are right angles
4 sided shape
all corners are right angles
Trapezoid

4 sided shape
one pair of sides are parallel
Trapezoid

4 sided shape
one pair of sides are parallel
Parallelogram

4 sided shape
both pairs of sides are parallel
Pentagon

5 sided shape

Regular pentagons with five equal sides and angles can’t be made from pattern blocks. Irregular pentagons with different length sides or odd angles CAN be made from pattern blocks.
Hexagon
6 sided shape
Hexagon

6

6 sided shape
Heptagon
7 sided shape
Octogon
8 sided shape
Nonagon
9 sided shape
Decagon
10 sided shape
Hendecagon
11 sided shape
Dodecagon
12 sided shape
Dodecagon
12 sided shape
Dodecagon
12 sided shape

12
Dodecagon
12 sided shape